EPIC COMMUNITY CONNECT SERVICES
SELECTING AND IMPLEMENTING CONNECT
From IT infrastructure to governance to staffing models, there are many factors to
consider when deciding whether to outsource your IT system. This is especially true
if you want to license Epic through an experienced host organization. That’s where
Cumberland steps in. Our consultants have extensive experience driving vendor
selections and advising on Epic Connect partnerships.

IS CONNECT RIGHT
FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION?
System Selection Services
We can evaluate an Epic Community Connect
partnership with a regional affiliate as part of your
overall EHR system selection process. As a vendorneutral firm, we are able to compare and contrast
Connect offerings to other major EHR vendors
so you have a complete picture of the options
available to you.
Our consultants use standard system selection
methods, including vendor scoring, evaluation by
your selection team, fatal flaw analysis and revised
total implementation cost estimates to assess
the value of each option. We then use this data
to help you select a system that will address your
clinical, financial and operational needs.
The impact of a transparent and objective
selection process will not only result in the
right vendor of choice for your organization,
but lay the groundwork for a successful
implementation. The buy-in gained will create
collective ownership of the new solution. In
addition, the governance developed can be
leveraged for the implementation, and the
details uncovered about the vendor solution
will result in realistic planning of implementation
cost, scope and timeline.

“Cumberland was a true partner for us in
our system selection process. They created
a vendor assessment that enabled us to
thoroughly evaluate all of our options, and
ultimately select an Epic Connect system.
Cumberland has a deep understanding
of the Epic Connect offering and will
provide critical guidance throughout our
system implementation.”
– Angie Dickman, Vice President, Reid Health

NAVIGATING A
CONNECT PARTNERSHIP
Connect Planning and
Implementation Services
Our consultants listen to your needs and collaborate with you
and your potential Epic host to determine a program design
that will ultimately drive the overall program costs and align
with your strategic business goals. With our deep, hands-on
experience in providing both advisory and implementation
services for Epic customers, we are uniquely positioned
to help you move quickly and seamlessly from planning to
implementation.

PROVEN EXPERIENCE
Cumberland has had an active relationship
with Epic for more than 10 years, leading
more than 55 projects focused on Epic
selection, planning, implementation and
optimization. Our Epic Practice is directed
by two former Epic implementation
executives with deep Epic experience and
relationships. Our team has been engaged
in Epic Community Connect rollouts since
2009, supporting 20+ Connect projects.

We provide the following Epic Connect planning and
implementation services:
Contract review, including service level agreements
Hardware, workflow and staffing assessments
Total implementation cost estimate
Staff readiness and change management support
Project coordination in gathering required data for
system build
Legacy application sunset planning, including data
archiving and migration strategy
Revenue cycle risk mitigation strategy
End-user training coordination
In addition to providing certified, experienced analysts to
support the implementation or backfill system support
and maintenance of your Connect project, we also provide
optimization services after go-live, so you can get the most
out of your Connect program.

TOP PERFORMING TARGETED
EPIC CONSULTING FIRM
KLAS rated Cumberland as the Top Performing
Targeted Epic Consulting Firm in its 2016 Epic
Consulting Performance Report. The KLAS
report evaluated the breadth, depth and
expertise of consulting firms providing Epic
advisory and implementation services.
“Epic Consulting 2016: Which firms provide breadth, depth
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Contact us today to learn
more about our Community
Connect services.
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